A study on the lock-in risk in IT outsourcing projects: the mechanism and the control system
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Abstract

This paper, proposes an insight into the mechanism of lock-in risk, which is the primary risk and the greatest concern in managing IT outsourcing projects. Based on Transaction Cost Theory (TCT), it develops an integrated three-layer model to instruct the mechanism of lock-in risk, namely, what will lead to lock-in risk (risk drivers), and what lock-in risk will result in (risk consequences). Four risk drivers such as asset specificity and three risk consequences such as cost escalation are identified and discussed in detail. Meanwhile, it instructs why four kinds of control could mitigate lock-in risk both from the sources and the consequences. Therefore, the effectiveness and reliability is enhanced throughout the risk management process of IT outsourcing projects, particularly for dynamic risk identification, controlling and monitoring.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of IT outsourcing projects, the accompanied high-risk is also highlighted. Since there exist broadly the information asymmetry throughout the outsourcing process, clients are inevitably faced with lock-in risk, even large companies have to suffer excessive dependence on vendors while outsourcing information system projects [1]. Lock-in is such a state that, without bearing the loss or sacrificing some or sometime even all of the assets to the vendor, the client can not get out of the relationship [2]. Lock-in state will result in such hazard as the technical capacity declining, or losing bargaining power, and cost escalation [3]. Therefore, lots of academic research has paid attention to lock-in risk with different perspective, such as Transaction Cost Theory (TCT) [4] and relationship governance, either focuses on service provider behaviour [5] or from the perspective of service buyer in large multinational companies [6]. The research either provides a framework or approach to assess lock-in risk.

However, little in-depth and specific analysis is proposed on the mechanism of lock-in risk, which leads to negative impact the effect of mitigation system. Especially in IT outsourcing projects, just some of the risk factors related to IT outsourcing projects are identified, let alone the factors are attained in certain countries within limited cultural contest [7]. This paper, addressing the issue, illustrates the mechanism of lock-in risk based on TCT. Namely, it constructs an integrated three layer model to demonstrate the transmission mechanism from four risk drivers (the set of risk factors) to the risk, and then from the risk to the three risk consequences. Meanwhile, it proposes a clear instruction on why and how four kinds of control will carry out on the four risk drivers and three risk consequences, which improves the applicability and reliability of the analysis on the lock-in risk.

2 The mechanism of the lock-in risk

Hereinafter the mechanism of the lock-in risk will be demonstrated as a three-layer model, which is consisted of the transmission mechanism from four risk drivers (the set of risk factors) to the risk, and then from the risk to the three risk consequences. Meanwhile, it proposes a clear instruction on why and how four kinds of control will carry out on the four risk drivers and three risk consequences, which improves the applicability and reliability of the analysis on the lock-in risk.

2.1 THE MECHANISM BETWEEN RISK DRIVERS AND LOCK-IN RISK

The risk drivers are the reasons leading to lock-in risk. The definition, characteristics and function on lock-in risk are illustrated as below.

2.1.1 Small number of vendors

As IT outsourcing projects are closely integrated with organization management at all management levels, it is easier to form path dependence within IT outsourcing process. If clients choose only a small number of or even a single outsourcing service provider, they will trap themselves in lock-in risk.

The obvious situation is if their choice is limited, they will be under disadvantage in contract negotiation and
changing vendors [8]. Worse still, vendors are likely to adopt more opportunistic behaviour, e.g. to take the opportunity to bargain during the entire contract period or at updating occasion, as vendors are more aware of the true cost than other tenders.

Without exploiting multiple vendors to promote competition among vendors, there will be no convenience to evaluate a single vendor [2]. The other hazard is, without common vision and values, which will encourage both sides more commitment to partnership development, vendors will prohibit themselves to perform their duties with correct attitude throughout the outsourcing process.

Moreover, it is more difficult to execute control without adequate competition during the outsourcing process, especially because of the enhancement of vendors’ advantageous position. Finally, clients have to be more aware of the importance to summarize experience and lessons, which will improve the capability to discover and correct potential opportunistic behaviour.

2.1.2 Asset specificity

Asset specificity, which concerns investments made specifically on physical or human resource because of a given contract. The asset is utilized in particular relationship, and need transfer cost if the utilization is changed. Additionally, the value of the relationship-specific investments would fall if the relationship dissolves [9]. The asset specificity IT outsourcing project vendor invest includes information system team members training and equipment, reallocation of human resources and improvement of information system development environment. Among the specific assets, vendor investment and human resource attribute more to the outsourcing risk than other asset [10].

To some extent, asset specificity enhances clients’ concern on the loss or the sacrifice the asset invested in the relationship, accordingly results in lock-in risks. Especially, switching vendor costs have a greater impact on the lock-in problem. Having invested a great deal of time and effort in getting the initial vendor fully operational, the client itself may be reluctant to do so with a new vendor. Since some clients do not retain in-house competencies with the outsourced activity, they may even be unable to do so [8].

For experienced vendors, they are good at turning the specific investment asset into bargaining weapon with clients while updating contract. The reason is that, the specific investment asset becomes the entry barriers for other vendors, which means the other side in the outsourcing relationship has to invest at least the same amount to get the opportunity.

On the other hand, without any objective compatibility on the organization layer, both vendors and clients would not put more effort into long-term relationship. More importantly, they will not make use of the specific asset and reduce opportunistic behaviour. In other words, they will not enhance the bilateral condition in the relationship and improve asset value, which will keep both sides in win-win situation. It is not the perspective that both clients and vendors are willing to see, even for the “worst” vendor that is fond of opportunistic behaviour, so both sides in the outsourcing relationship should strive for it.

2.1.3 Relatedness

Relatedness, also known as mutual dependence or connectivity, refers to mutual connection between tasks, business and functions [10]. The relatedness in IT outsourcing projects can be classified into two categories [11]: the relatedness between the business outsourced and stayed in-house, and that between the different kinds of business outsourced. In practice, two layers of relatedness should be distinguished, namely, the technical layer, which mainly focuses on the close connection among many kinds of technology adopted; the other is the management layer, which means the connection with internal management directly or indirectly, including the relatedness among the teamwork.

As proposed, risk factor ‘Relatedness’ has the lowest priority [7], it is effective “in Iranian organizations” though. The relatedness with the operation and the business enhances the reliance of clients on vendors. After an operation or a business is outsourced, if another operation and business closely related to the outsourced one, the original vendor owns a clear advantage over competitors, because it understands better than clients about the client's business, processes, style and even culture. Vendors may also take advantage of information asymmetry, or exaggerate the impact of the relatedness, so that clients have to rely on vendors’ support not only in dealing with normal business, but also in the decision-making and management transformation.

Unless contract provides a benchmark for the boundary and responsibility of business units, the content for defining responsibility and compensation while service failure or loss occurs, therefore, the potential hazard of the relatedness will be out of control and the benefit of both sides will not be protected.

The most complicated problem of the relatedness is the controversial part of so-called ‘extra work’ or ‘fuzzy work’. Unless there is a system to facilitate the climate of responsibility for vendors, so that they are willing to meet the requirement from client even if the requirement is beyond the contract strictly scope. Only in a high degree of trust, they would prefer resolving problems within reasonable scope to bargaining, since they are confident of better return in the long-term cooperation.

2.1.4 Client’s expertise in IT operations

The term expertise is defined as special skill and knowledge from training, learning and practice [10], including abstract information, knowledge accumulation and skill in people’s memory. In the IT outsourcing
In the project context, the definition is adopted that, expertise is the capability to combine external information and internal process to create particular ability. Risk factor “vendor’s lack of expertise with an IT operation” has been identified as the best risk factor [7], just as the author mentioned, that is “experts’ opinions in Iranian organizations”. From the perspective of clients, no other expertise is more important than that of their own, since that is the best equipment to protect their own benefit in the long process of IT outsourcing projects.

Lack of expertise will lead to two kinds of hazard. The first one is that organization learning affects greatly on lock-in risk. The reason is, vendors occupy a comparative advantage about information, knowledge and skills in relative area, which forces clients to accumulate adequate technical expertise and knowledge. Otherwise, path dependence will push clients on the downstream of declining ability on information acquisition, data processing, independently identifying and solving problems, and even no intellectual property to govern vendors’ modifications in event of termination.

The other hazard is, even if vendors decline the service satisfaction for clients, clients will find it difficult to find out the truth for their unawareness of the expectation and need of users. Therefore, they lock themselves in the relationship without any opportunity to terminate the contract while vendors are under performance requirement, which demonstrates their vivid example of lock-in.

Without firm assurance between both sides, such as relational governance, it will be difficult to promote a beneficial atmosphere for strengthening organizational learning and cross-organizational knowledge transferring. Both client and vendors could not benefit from the trust between them: for clients, the efficiency of mastering the latest technology will not be improved, and the way to collaborate technology and business will not be found, which means the capacity of managing IT assets will not be enhanced; for vendors, better understanding on client industry and businesses will not be attained, and the vision of business will not be expanded. In other words, they are far from win-win. Undoubtedly, both sides are reluctant to lock themselves in such situation.

2.2 THE MECHANISM BETWEEN LOCK-IN RISK AND RISK CONSEQUENCES

Clients are aware of their dilemma of lock-in, and they are trying to alleviate the “painfulness”, such as form a well working relation with its ITO vendor for handling emergent issues, daily operation and events that have not been foreseen [6]. However, clients have to deal with three risk consequences as shown below:

2.2.1 Cost escalation

The first and the greatest, in most occasions, is the cost escalation. As long as clients are locked in, they will be incapable of monitoring the scope and content of the service provided by vendors. Additionally, since they know less and less about the latest development of technologies related to the outsourced business, they will also lose the right to speak on what kind of technology could match and implement the business outsourced.

Therefore, vendors might attain great advantage of opportunistic behaviour. E.g. they may persuade clients into adopting extraordinary hardware, upgrading or developing more software. Even if the worst situation is not happening, namely, clients are confused and manipulated to pay for ‘useless’ service, the service cost will increase significantly.

2.2.2. The debasement of service quality

The second obvious risk consequence is the debasement of service quality. The reason is also mainly that, service providers’ behaviour is often on the edge of “opportunistic” [5]. Specifically, it is the vendors, rather than clients, that establish the evaluation criteria about service quality. Even clients are aware of problems or speak out of complaints, vendors are good at finding sufficient excuses to prove that they meet or even exceed the quality requirements of the contract, and then blame clients’ complaints to additional requirements, then seek to increase service charges for amending the contract.

2.2.3 The descending of client’s value

Another risk consequence need to be treated seriously is the descending of client’s enterprise value, including internal and external value. The internal value descending refers to the deterioration of competitiveness and the staff identification to the enterprise; the external value descending refers to the value impact outside of the enterprise, such as market value. If the enterprise is a listed company, the value will be directly reflected by stock price and market capitalization.

An open market is agile to the announcement of IT outsourcing projects. As proposed, the offshore outsourcing has a positive impact on the enterprise value, namely, capital market approves the value of outsourcing deals that contain high asset specificity, because the market believes that the research and development to match customer characteristics and other targeted contracts will help the company gain a strategic advantage or innovation assets [12].

The reaction of open market, as mentioned above, is definitely the “positive” part of the story. However, the clients in lock-in risk will be reluctant to find themselves blocked in the opposite situation, or even tragedy. As long as the investors sense their “painfulness”, what kind of choice they will make is not hard to imagine.
3 The control system on lock-in risk: why and how

The control system is to incentive individuals to work for fulfilling the organization’s target [13]. It is suggested that, two formal control, behaviour control and output control, and two informal control, self-control and clan control [14] are available for a client. Therefore, clients are capable of making use of various control measures as a control portfolio accordingly, with the success of outsourcing project in mind.

3.1 THE CONTROL SYSTEM ON RISK DRIVERS

Hereinafter it will be demonstrated in detail why and how the control system affects on the risk drivers to alleviate the lock-in risk.

3.1.1. Small number of vendors

It is more difficult to implement control without adequate competition during the outsourcing process, especially because of the enhancement of vendors’ advantageous position. Under such circumstance, informal control is preferred since it is easier to promote full participation of both sides.

Informal control will never be treated as a complementary system in the IT outsourcing projects. E.g., clan control is helpful to establish common vision and values, which will encourage both sides more commitment to partnership development. Particularly, trust between two sides will facilitate vendors to perform their duties with correct attitude throughout the outsourcing process.

Formal control is the assurance of informal control. E.g., contract could also become a useful control tool. In a detailed contract, e.g. SLA (Service Level Agreement), contingency plan, clause changing management, coordinating system and so on should be taken into consideration; flexible payment, terms of stage performance evaluation should also be integrated into contract, which ensures the incentive function of contract, both positively and negatively. Particularly, SLA can improve mutual trust. The advice is both sides should pay attention to change management, since changes pose negative impact on the output of mutual trust and commitment.

Additionally, clients should be more aware of the importance to summarize experience and lessons, which will improve the capability to discover and correct potential opportunistic behaviour.

3.1.2 Asset specificity

Control system can constrain vendor behaviour from both team and individual level. Particularly, output control, can be combined with the input-output ratio of assets to incentive vendors; clan system, with its cultural advantage, will aid vendors maintain the devotion and even passion on client service and satisfaction.

Moreover, cost monitoring could be utilized as the way to control exclusive use of assets and resolve problems in the process, which is the best way to protect the asset. The first step of cost monitoring is to preset the milestone, and the second one is to measure mathematically the important and the relative business cost, and then defines a reasonable fluctuation range of cost [15].

3.1.3 Relatedness

The purpose of control system is to identify problems and reduce negative effects derived from the relatedness. With the complexity of the relatedness taken into account, it is reasonable to make use of multiple means of control. E.g. the implementation of output control will improve vendors’ performance in the outsourcing business and related business, in other word, to ensure them to "do the right thing"; behaviour control, on the other hand, is to promote vendors to comply with the contract honestly and strictly, namely, ensure them to "do the thing right"; moreover, informal control, is to encourage vendors to provide satisfactory service, which can also be labelled as "do the thing with right attitude."

As a complementary control tool, contract provides a benchmark not only for the boundary and responsibility of business units, but also the content for defining responsibility and compensation while bifurcation or loss occurs, therefore, the potential hazard of the relatedness is under control and the benefit of both sides is protected.

Moreover, cost control will regulate a reasonable fluctuation range of cost, detect and properly handle unexpected cost caused by the relatedness to keep the total cost under control. Another option is the application of management mode different with in-sourced business, that is, to allow vendors to be more proactive and creative to solve problems rather than entangle in unnecessary details.

3.1.4 Client’s expertise in IT operations

The most important role of control system to contribute for the client’s expertise in IT operations is the potential to encourage organizational learning and cross-organizational knowledge transferring. Both client and vendors benefit from the beneficial atmosphere between them: for clients, the willingness and the efficiency of following the latest technology is improved, and the way to collaborate technology and business is found, which means the capacity of managing IT assets is enhanced; for vendors, better understanding on client industry and businesses is attained, and the vision of business is expanded.

Informal control will contribute for the degree of expertise in IT operations, that is, establish the consistency of the interests for both sides, which reduces
the barrier of knowledge transferring. Under the framework of informal control, both sides are willing to employ flexible approaches such as cross-organization teams, virtual organizations to enhance the intellectual capital investment, and organizational learning, which eventually promote the orderly transformation from individual knowledge into organizational capacity.

Formal control could also utilize the standardization, namely, both sides adopt the same standard technical and professional language, which strengthens the understanding and communication, and continuously improves learning efficiency and knowledge quality. In this way, the degree of expertise in IT operations will be upgraded constantly for both client and vendors.

3.2 THE CONTROL SYSTEM ON RISK CONSEQUENCES

Hereinafter it will be demonstrated in detail why and how the control system affects on the risk consequences to prevent the lock-in risk.

If the risk is characterized by “potential” and “possible” hazards, risk consequence will be the “fact” of damage that has really happened and demonstrated. Hence, after the risk consequences occurred, if the source of the consequences could be traced and control measures could be carried out, the problems and the risks will be solved fundamentally. However, the other way should never be ignored, that is the direct control executed on the consequences themselves. The reason is, doing so is “the pill right to cure symptom” to the case, which is easy for both sides to understand and support.

3.2.1 The principle to control risk consequences

As for lock-in risk, the principle to control is: once one of the three risk consequences appeared, the first thing to do is to track the four risk drivers based on risk mechanism discussed above, then analyse the role of each risk drivers, and take the appropriate measures; secondly, apply control system on risk the consequences. Only in a parallel way, the objectives of lock-in risk management could be achieved effectively.

There exist lots of risks that lead to three risk consequences, and then will it be “unfair” to just blame lock-in risk? The answer is: as the biggest risk, it is always “safe” to probe into the issue from lock-in risk, and fortunately great harvest will seldom disappoint those staring at it.

In addition, the risk consequences caused by the lock-in risk also possesses distinctive features: the speed of problem deterioration is “stunning”, while clients are able to do nothing, or are left no other choice but allow vendors creating various excuses. These features are all due to the special status of lock-in risk itself, without any exception. E.g., cost escalation becomes a black hole, users keep complaining about service quality to nowhere, employee loyalty has fallen sharply, and many negative comments spread on the internet, and so on.

Throughout the management process of lock-in risk, Iceberg Theory must be kept in mind: Behind every big problem, there will be at least thirty small hidden problems. Therefore, the control of lock-in risk should be executed from both the sources and the consequences, so that the best control results could be satisfied.

3.2.2 The measures to control risk consequences

Once any of the indications mentioned above emerges, the signal of risk consequences is alerting that control measures must be taken. Above all, clients will learn to take advantage of utilizing the control portfolio, namely, adopt one or some of the four controls according to the situation.

The implementation of output control will improve vendors’ performance in monitoring cost; behaviour control, on the other hand, is to promote them to keep an eye on the cost honestly and strictly; informal control, is to encourage them to provide extra effort to work out more effective ways to help clients prevent the cost out of control.

Take the control of cost escalation as an example. Clients could make out the benchmark of the service output and behaviour, namely, establish the regulation for a reasonable fluctuation range of cost, and then monitor the abnormal change in order not to fall into the trap of unexpected cost.

It is more challenging and promising to utilize informal control, yet there are several options by the best exercises and samples from the leading companies. E.g., one option is to apply a different management style in the outsourced business in order to allow vendors to be more proactive and creative to solve problems rather than entangle in unnecessary details. Another option is for CIO, namely, play a new role as “CIO leader” that emphasizes on strategic business issues of both sides and coordinate IT with business. In this way, IT outsourcing projects will be more powerful support for the enterprise strategy, and will create more value for both sides than before.

In order to disclose the mechanism and the control system of the lock-in risk in IT outsourcing, this paper proposes an integrated three-layer model as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 The three-layer model of lock-in risk](image)
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**Figure 1** The three-layer model of lock-in risk.
4 Summarization

This paper, intends to provide an insight into the mechanism of lock-in risk, which is the primary risk and the greatest concern in managing IT outsourcing project risk. Based on Transaction Cost Theory, it instructs s the mechanism of lock-in risk with a three-layer model. Moreover, it proposes a clear instruction on why and how four kinds of control will carry out on the four risk drivers and three risk consequences, which improves the applicability and reliability of the analysis on the lock-in risk.

With the effort, the lock-in risk could be diagnosed and controlled systematically. In other words, the risk could be prevented beforehand, and also be tracked as long as risk consequences emerge. The paper contributes for both academic and practice as a helpful tool throughout the whole risk management process, especially for risk identification, evaluation and monitoring.

Future research will focus on the empirical method in order to further illustrate the contribution of each factor within the three-layer model of the lock-in risk, and further analyses the mutual relationship between certain factors. In addition, it will also study the effectiveness of mitigation system, namely, how the mitigation system work on the risk drivers rather than lock-in risk itself. Therefore, a complete management framework will be established both for academic and for practice.
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